Throwing on Pottery Wheel

Introduction to Throwing
In pottery, a potter’s wheel is a machine used in the
shaping of round ceramic ware. The wheel may also be
used during the process of trimming the excess body from
dried ware and for applying incised decoration or rings
of colour. Use of the potter’s wheel became widespread
throughout the Old World but was unknown in the PreColumbian New World, where pottery was handmade by
methods that included coiling and beating.
A potter’s wheel may occasionally be referred to as a
“potter’s lathe”.

Images and info sourced from online websites:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potter%27s_wheel
https://transformingclay.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/
img_4552.jpg
http://www.procopywriters.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2015/05/potters-wheel-58557_1280.jpg
http://static.texascommunitymedia.com/
cache/44/7d/447d77ed2a18195ded21c1dd9c85d5fe.jpg
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Pottery Wheel - Setting up your work space
Shimpo Electric Wheel
Work top
Removable plastic basin
Controls/switches
Wheel
Foot Pedal

Plastic Basin
This comes apart into two
halves. This means that it’s
easy to clean your pottery
wheel after you have finished.
Whilst throwing on the wheel,
the basin catches all the
excess water and clay that
splatters! You should wear old
clothing or an apron too!

The two halves simply click in
position with the mechanism
underneath the bottom. It does
take a bit of force, so please
ask for someone strong nearby
to help!
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What you need:
- Plastic bowl filled with water (can be lukewarm!)
- Cheese wire
- Sponges (a couple of different sizes)
- Wooden kidney (better than metal)
- Wooden modelling tools
These tools can be found at the sinks of the studio and the pottery tools will be located within
the drawers located near the left of the sink in the main studio.

Clothing / Jewellery
Please remove all rings, bracelets, watch etc
from your hands and wrists. It can scrape on
the spinning wheel, so you don’t want to ruin
any of your nice things!
And for long hair - please tie this up!
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Pottery Wheel - Preparing Balls of Clay
Stoneware Clay
The clay we are going to use is Scarva Earthstone E10. The texture
of this clay is “Extra Smooth” and has a high firing temperature of
1160c - 1280c. Once fired, it has a buff white appearance. This clay is
ideal for throwing as it’s a smooth texture.

Cutting up clay
Same process as before in the pinch pots but this time,
opt for larger pieces of clay. This is because the pots
we’re going to make are going to be much larger than
the ones we created for our pinch pots.

Shaping into a ball
Hold the clay in your left palm and use your right palm
to pound the clay into a ball shape. Please see YouTube
video: https://youtu.be/3yGEyvEGqgw

Different sizes
It’s good to have different sizes so you can experiment.
The larger the ball of clay, the more difficult it is to
control! It’s best to start off small if you’re new to this!
Okay... we’re all set now!
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Throwing - Centering and pulling

Step 1
There are two switches - one is to turn the wheel on and
the other is to adjust the direction of the wheel. This will
depend on whether you’re left or right handed. I would
just see how you get on and go between REV and FWD
to see which one you prefer. There’s no right or wrong!

Step 2
Clean the wheel - this is to put a very thin layer of water
onto the surface, which helps the ball of clay affix onto
the wheel. Get a small sponge and dip it into your bowl
of water. Squeeze all of the water out. Put your foot
down on the pedal so it’s spinning at full speed. Apply
the sponge to the centre and drag out to the side of the
wheel. Only needs to be done once. STOP the wheel
once done.

Step 3
Okay, the fun bit! Throw your ball of clay as close to the
centre of the wheel. Do not worry if it’s not exact! As
you can see in the picture, mine is really off! Manually
adjust by just using both hands to shift it to the center.
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Step 4
Use your sponge to apply water to your ball of clay.
Now apply full pressure to the pedal as you’re going to
want this at top speed!

Step 5
Your positioning is very important on the wheel. You
need to really ground yourself to the floor. Throwing
actually uses a lot of physical strength. Position your
left elbow/arm on your left thigh. Rest left arm on the
plastic basin too.

Step 6
I use my left palm as the main source of force to apply
to the ball of clay. So it’s the palm that has contact to
the clay and my fingers just curve around.

Step 7
My right hand applies pressure from above. So you have
two forces working against the ball of clay.

Clay
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Step 8
Add water when you feel friction between your skin and
the clay. But don’t drench your clay - the more water
you add to the clay body, it will lose it’s strength and
become too soft. This will mean that it is more likely
to collapse at a later stage.

Step 9
When is the ball of clay centered? Simple test is to
look at your arm - if it’s not moving (steady) whilst your
hands are on the clay, then well done! But if your arm is
shifting and moving all over the place, then keep trying!
If the ball of clay is not centered, then you will have
problems later on! You will find it very difficult
to control.

Step 10
I keep my left palm supporting the clay. You can slow
down the wheel at this point by taking your foot off the
pedal. Using my right index finger I begin to slowly apply
pressure at the center, on top of the clay. Add water
when there’s friction.

Step 11
Work your index finger as deep as you can - making
sure you have at least an inch of clay at the bottom.
You don’t want to go all the way down and make a hole
in your pot! Apply gentle pressure to the walls to make
the hole bigger, whilst using your left hand to keep the
pot steady.
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Step 12
To make the walls thinner, you can also pinch your right
index finger and thumb. Do this very slowly and beware
of pinching too hard as you’ll create a very thin area on
your pot - this could make your pot collapse!

Step 13
The best way of learning on the pottery wheel is to be
just left alone with it and experiment myself! Everyone
has different methods of throwing. This is because
we have various sized hands and all have different
body strengths. I don’t think there is a correct way of
centering the clay. The one I have described in this
handout is how I do it. There are definitely different
methods - just look on YouTube and you can see!

Step 14
A wooden kidney is hand for removing clay collected at
the bottom of your piece. The wooden kidney is much
kinder to the metal wheel! So don’t use the metal one!

Step 15
Various pottery tools can be used to help shape your
piece. Just experiment with them!
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Throwing - Removing your pot

Step 16
Once you are happy with your pot, then it’s time to take
it off the wheel! To do this, use the sponge and drench
the top half of the wheel with water.

Step 17
Take the cheesewire and wrap it around your fingers
so it’s flat. Use your thumbs to apply pressure to the
wire and push into the wheel so it’s flat. Now pull the
wire towards you so it cuts through the bottom of your
pot. Repeat this until you feel that the water has gone
through the bottom and loosened the pot.

Step 18
Use the palm of your hand to move the pot across the
wheel. Now make sure your other hand is there to catch
the bottom of it. So you will hold your pot with just the
palm of your hand when it comes off the wheel. Transfer
this gently onto a wooden board.

Step 19
There will be a small bit of clay left on the wheel. Use
the wooden kidney to remove this. Now you can move
onto your next ball of clay!
Important: Once you have finished with the wheel,
please clean it thoroughly and put back all the tools
back correctly.
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